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ABSTRACT 
Thomspon and Sing’s result on the singular values and the diagonal elements of a 
complex n X n matrix has been recently extended to arbitrary m matrices, by Lei and 
by Miranda and Thompson independently. The real case in which the determinant of 
the product of the m real matrices is nonnegative (or nonpositive) was raised by 
Miranda and Thompson. In this note, we provide an answer to the question, and we 
also extend some other results of Lei. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. SPECIAL ORTHOGONAL CASE 
Very recently Lei [3] (g eneral m) and Miranda and Thompson [7] (m = 2, 
but the proof certainly works for general m> independently proved the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let A,, . . . , A,,, be n x n matrices with prescribed singular 
values s,( Al> >, ... >,s,(Aj), j = l,..., m, respectively. Then {diag(U, A, 
... U,,A,U,+,): U,,...,t-J,+, E U(n)], the set of diagonal elements of U, A, 
. . . 4, 4, u,,, + 1 as u, 1 - . . > % + I run over the unitary group U(n), is com- 
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pletely described by the following inequalities: 
k ldil Q 5 si> k = l,...,n, 
i=l i=l 
n-l n-l 
c Id,1 Q c si + s,. 
i=l i=l 
where Id, > a-* > Id,1 and si = n,~=,si(Aj), i = 1,. . ., n. 
Theorem 1 can be viewed as an extension of Thompson and Sing’s result 
on the diagonal elements of a complex matrix with prescribed singular values, 
i.e., the m = 1 case. 
Both proofs [7, 31 mak e use of a result of Horn [2] on the singular values 
of a product of matrices and a result of Thompson and Sing on the diagonal 
elements and singular values of a complex matrix [18, 91. It is also interesting 
to notice that the curious subtracted term has reappeared very recently, e.g. 
[3, 7, 6, 13-15, 121, almost twenty years after the comprehensive study of 
Thompson on the diagonal elements and singular values [18] and the work of 
Sing [9]. 
As noticed by Miranda and Thompson [7], the above result is also valid 
when we replace the unitary group U(n) by the orthogonal group. Of course, 
A 1,“” A,,, are then real n X n matrices and the modulus is replaced by the 
absolute value. 
One of the motivations for the study of Theorem 1 is a trace inequality of 
von Neumann [8, 7, 31. See [4] for some recent development of von 
Neumann’s result. The trace inequality of von Neumann asserts that 
maxRetr U,A,U,A, = s1 + **a +s,,, (1) 
and was later generalized by Fan [l] to m arbitrary matrices A,, . . . , A,,,. It is 
also known that the set 
1 tr U, A, ... U,A,:U,,...,U,, E U(n)} (2) 
is a circular disk with radius si + *** +s,, where si = llTL,s,<Aj), i = 
1 >..*, n, provided n > 2. As the trace of a matrix is the sum of the diagonal 
elements, the complete description of diagonal elements will lead to (2). In 
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[17, lo], it is known that, given n X n real matrices, the set 
I tr U, A, ..a U,,A,: Ui ,..., U,,, E o(n)} (3) 
is the interval [-a, (~1, where (Y = si + 0.. +s,,. Miranda and Thompson [6] 
(the upper hound) and Tam [12] (1 ower and upper bounds) then proved the 
result corresponding to the special orthogonal case: Given n X n real matri- 
ces A,, . . . , A,,, the set 
{tr U,Ar ... U,A,,: U,, . . . . U,,, E SO(n)} (4) 
is the interval [ p, y], where 
n-l 
y = c si + signdet( A, *.* A,,,) s,, 
i=l 
(5) 
and 
i 
-C:i:s, + signdet( A, *** A,,,) s,, if n is odd, 
P= 
-C”,:s, - signclet( A, .** A,,,) s,, if n is even. (6) 
Miranda and Thompson [7] thought that additional hypotheses are proba- 
bly needed regarding the special orthogonal case (they called it the proper 
orthogonal case). In this note, we want to give the corresponding result for 
the special orthogonal case. Clearly, this will lead to (4) on using the 
technique in [12]. It turns out that no additional hypotheses are required. 
Like the proofs of Lei [S] and Miranda and Thompson [7], our proof is a 
combination of a result of Horn [2] and a result of Thompson (Theorem 2 in 
[IS]). It can be viewed as an extension of Thompson’s result (Theorem 2 in 
[IS]). This special orthogonal case is more interesting for the following 
reasons: (1) it gives the orthogonal case, since the orthogonal group has two 
components SO(n) and D SO(n), where L) = diag(I, . . . ,I, - 1); (2) the 
unitary case is the torus generated by the special orthogonal case (or 
orthogonal case), i.e., the set of diagonal elements given by the unitary group 
is the collection of (e’“ld,, . . . , cio~, cl,,), where the B’S are real numbers, 
(d,,..., d,,) = diag(U,A, ... U,A,,,U,,l+l), and U,, . . ., U,,,, E SO(n). A 
conceptual explanation of this torus relationship between U(n) and SO(n) is 
not yet known. Maybe the compact symmetric space SU(n)/SO(n) (type AI) 
[16] is a place to look for a true understanding of the torus relation. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A,, . . . . A,,, be n x n real matrices with prescribed 
singular values s,(Aj) > *** > s,<Aj), j = 1, . . . , m. Then {diag(UIA, *** 
U,A,U,+,):U,,...,U,+, E SO(n)), the set of diagonal elements of U,A, 
*** U,A,U,,,., as Ul,...,Um+l run over the special orthogonal group SO(n), 
is completely described by the following inequalities: 
ildil G isi, k = l,...,n, 
i=l i=l 
n-1 n-1 
iFl ldil - Id”1 Q C Si - S,, 
i=l 
and in addition, if the number of negative terms among d,, . . . , d,, 6 E 
det( A, a*- A,), is odd, 
2 ldil Q n&i - s,, 
i=l i=l 
where Id, > *** > Id,1 and si = nIyE,si< Aj), i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. Let U,, . . . , U,,,, i E U(n). If t, > -*- > t, are the singular val- 
ues of the product U,A, 0.. U, AmU,,,+i, then Horn’s inequalities [2] assert 
that lJ,k, Iti < Il:=,si, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and IJrE,ti = nr=,s,. These imply 
[5, p. 1171 that Cf+ti < Cf=,si, i = 1,. . . , n (i.e., weak majorization t <w s> 
and Zyl/ti - t, = Cyi:si - s,, since t, > s,. Also see [3]. 
So by a result of Thompson [18, Theorem 21, the diagonal element d of 
the product U, A, .** U,,, A,U,+ 1 satisfies the inequalities 
t ldil < i ti d 5 Si> k = l,...,n, 
i=l i=l i=l 
n-l n-l n-1 
C ldil - Id”1 Q C ti - t, < C Si - S,, 
i=l i=l i=l 
and in addition, if the number of negative terms among d,, . . . , d,, S is odd, 
where S = deli A, *I* A,,,), then 
n-l n-l 
2 IdJ < c ti - t, < c si - s,. 
i=l i=l i=l 
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Conversely, if d and s satisfy the inequalities, then by Thompson’s result 
(Theorem 2 in [18]), we have U, V E SO(n) such that diag(USV > = d, where 
S = diag(s,,..., s,). Now we rewrite USV = US, I ... ZS,,,V, where Sj = 
dia&,(Aj), . . . , .s,(Aj)), j = 1,. . . , m. m 
C~H~LLARY 3 [7]. Let A,,..., A,,, be n x n real matrkzs with pre- 
scribed singular values s,(A,) > 3.. > .s,,(Ajl, j = 1, . . . , m. Then 
{diag(U, A, .** U,,A,U,+,): U,, . ..> U,,+, E O(n)), the set of diagonal elr- 
ments of U, A, ... U,A,U,,,+, as U,, . . . , U,,,+, run over the orthogonal 
group O(n), is completely described by the following inequa1itie.s: 
&I =s ;sj, k = l,...,n, 
i=l i=l 
where Id,1 > ... > Id,,1 and si = nJ’=,s&A,), i = 1,. . . , n. 
We can state Theorem 2 in a group theoretic form, from which we can 
see the convexity immediately [18, 13, 141. 
THEOREM 4. Let A,,..., A,,, be n x n real matrices with prescribed 
singular values s,(Aj) > ..* > s,<Aj), j = 1,. . . , m. Then (diag(U, A, .*. 
UnlA,U,,+1):U1,...,U,+, E SO(n)}, the set of diagonal elements of U, A, 
1.. U,A,U,,,+, as UI,...>U,,,+l run over the special orthogonal group SO(n), 
is the convex hull of the points (+sCC1), . . . , + sucnJ TV E C, (the symmetric 
group), and the number of negative signs is even (odd) if deli A, *.* A,,,) > 0 
(< 0) where si = nJ?,s,<Aj), i = 1,. . . , n. 
It is worthy of mention that Thompson’s results on the singular values and 
diagonal elements have recently been explained in Lie theoretic terms [15, 
131, as Thompson wished to see. Also see [6, 12, 191 for related results. 
The trace of a matrix can be viewed as the sum of the eigenvalues. This is 
one of the reasons that Miranda and Thompson studied Theorem 2 in [7]. We 
remark that the technique of the proof of Theorem 2 of [7] had appeared in 
[lo, 111. Also see [12]. 
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2. EXTENSIONS OF LEI’S RESULTS 
Lei [3] has proved that given n X n complex matrices A,, . . . , A, with 
prescribed singular values s,( Aj) > ... > s,<Aj), j = 1,. . . , m, respectively, 
then 
= E,(i,,...,S,), 
m=(ICk(diag((Z, @ O)U,A, -a* u,A,U,+,))(:U,,...,U,+, E U(n)} 
where Ek and C, denote the kth elementary symmetric and completely 
symmetric functions respectively, and S, = (sr + 1.. +s,)/T. The maximum 
is taken over the absolute values of the underlying functional values of the 
partial diagonals (of length r) of the matrices U,A, ... U,A,U,+,. By 
Theorem 1, the set {diag((Z, @ O>U,A, **a U,A,U,+,):U,,...,U,+, E 
U(n)} is (diag(( I, @ O)USV> : U, V E U(n)}, where si = n;! rsi( Aj>, i = 
When l<r<n, 
:E;;.:: 1”;-,,. 
it is characterized by (Idi], . . . , Id,I) +w 
The following extends the results of Lei [3]. 
THEOREM 5. Let p,. : @’ + C be a continuous function such that cp,(R’) 
c R. Let D,(S) = {diag((Z, @ 0)USV) : U, V E U(n)}, where S = 
diag(s,, . . . , sJ. 
1. Zf cp, satisfies the conditions 
(a) cp,( ax) = a “cp,< x) for all x E R” and (Y E C, where h E R is a 
fixed constant, 
6) Iq.o,(x)l < cp,(lxl) for all x E R’, 
(c) cp, is increasing on R;, i.e., q,.(x) Q q,.(y) when 0 < xi < yi for aZZ 
i = l,...,n, 
(d) 50, is Schur concave on F-3;) 
then q,.pr( D,(S)) is the circular disk centered at the original and with 
radius cp,(S,, . . . . F,), where S, = (sl + **a +s,)/r, 1 < r < n. 
2. Zf cp, satisfies the first three conditions and p,. is Schur convex on rW>, 
then q,.p,( D,( S)) is th e circular disk centered at the origin and with radius 
‘p,(s,, . . . , sJ, 1 < r < 12. 
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Proof We will just prove the first part; the proof of the second part is 
similar. 
For any d E D,(S), we have Iq,(d)l < p,.(ldI) < cp,(x,. . . , x), where 
x = (l/r)Cr, , IdiI, by the second and the last condition. Since cp, is increas- 
ing, i.e., the third condition, and (l/r)C’,,(d,I < (l/r)VL= ,s, G S,, it fol- 
lows that I cp,(d)( < cp,(S,, . . . , s,). It is easy to see that d = (S,, . . . , S,> is an 
element of D,.(S) by using Theorem 1. So max{lcp,(~)l: cl E D,(S)) = 
cp,.(S,, . . . ) 5,). 
Now the zero vector is an element of D,(S) by Theorem 1. By the first 
condition, we conclude that ~~(0) = 0. The set D,(S) is a connected set, 
since U(n) is connected. Moreover, d E D,(S) implies that (e’“lcl,, . . . , 
e”~~d,) E Dr(S> for any real 19’s. In particular (e’“d,, . . . , e”d,) E D,(S) for 
any real 8. So by the first condition again, q,(D,(S)) is a circular disk 
centered at the origin. ??
We now consider the orthogonal case. Notice that 
{diag((Z,@O)USV):U,VEO(n)} 
= {diag(( I, @ 0)USV) : U, V E SO(n)} 
U {diag(( Z, @ 0)US’V) : U, V E SO(n)} 
where S = diag(s,, . . . , s,) and S’ = diag(s,, . . . , s,,_ ,, -s,,>. By Theorem 2, 
they are the sets of partial diagonal of length r: {diagC(Z, @ O)U, A, ... 
U,,A,,U,,,+,)): U,, . . . , U,,, E SO(n)) when det(A, ... A,,,) > 0 and 
det( A I ... A,) < 0, respectively. So it suffices to consider the images of 
{diag((Z, @ O>USV> : U, V E SO(n)} and {diag((Z, @ 0)US’V) : U, V E 
SO(n)} under 9,. We have the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let cp,:R’ -+ R be a continuous function. Let D,(S) = 
{diag((Z, @ O>USV): U, V E SO(n)}, u;here S = diag(s,, . . . , s,,) and D,(S’) 
= {diag(( I, @ O>USV) : U, V E SO(n)}. where S’ = diads,, . . . , s,, ,, -s,,). 
1. Zf cp, satisfies conditions 
(a) cp,(cxx) = cxyqJx) f orallrE[W’ and cu~lw where hE[W is CL 
fixed constant, 
(b) IqJx)l < cp,(lxl> for aEl x E R’, 
(c) cp, is increasing on R:, i.e., qD,(x) < cp,( y> whenever 0 < x, < yI 
for all i = 1,. . . , n, 
(d) ‘p, is Schur concazje on R:, 
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then 
(a) when 1 < T < n, cp,(D,.(S)) = rp,(D,.(S’)); 
(b) whenl<rgn, q+( D,( $1) is an interval containing the origin and 
where S, = (sl + -1. +s,)/r; 
(c) cp,( D,,(S)) is an interval containing the origin and 
2. of cp, satisfies the first three conditions and that cp, is Schur convex on 
R:, then 
(a) when 1 < r < n, q+o,(D,.(S)) = cp,(D,.(S’)); 
(b) when 1 Q r < n, cp,(D,.(S)) is an interval containing the origin and 
ma cp,(Q(s)) = max~q~,.(D,(S))~ = ~o,(s,,...,%); 
(c> q,,( D,,(S)) is an interval containing the origin and 
Proof When 1 < r < n, they are characterized by ( Q d, (, : . . , (d ,I> +IL. 
(s 1,“” s,). So qro,( D,.( S>> = cp,( D,( S)) if 1 Q r < n. The proofs of the other 
parts are similar to the unitary case, i.e., Theorem 5. w 
Let us consider two particular examples of cp,. One is the sum function 
and the other is the product function. 
THEOREM 7 [12]. Let g, : R’ -+ I!2 be the sum fun&o?, i.e., g,(x) = 
C;=,xi. Let D,.(S) = {diag((Z, @ O)USV): U,V E SO(n)), D,(S) = {diag((I, 
CB 0)USV) : U, V E O(n)), where S = diag(s,, . . . , sn) and D,(S’) = 
{diag((I, 8 0)US’V): U,V E SO(n)}, where S’ = diag(s,, . . . , s,_~, -s,,). 
1. When 1 G r d n, g,(D,.(S)) = g,.(fis,(S)) = g,(D,(S’)) is the inter- 
val [-(sl + a.* +s,)& + **. +sJ. 
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2. g,(D,(S)) LS the intend [a, PI, where 
1 - (SJ + *** +s,,_ 1 - sn) if n is odd, CX= -(sl + ... +s,,) if n is even, 
and /!I = s1 + ... +s,. 
3. g,( D,(S)) is the inter&[ y, S 1, where 
i 
-(sl + ... fS,{) if n is odd, 
Y= 
-(sl + *** +s,!-.l - sn) if n is even, 
and /3 = s1 ,+ a.* +s,_, - s,. 
4. g,(D,,(S)) is the interval I-(s, + a.1 +s,>, s, + ... +s,,l. 
THEOREM 8. Let fr : R’ -+ R be the product function, i.e., f,(x) = 
nrcIxi. Let D,(S) = {diag((Z, @ O>USV> : U, V E SO(n)}, fi,(S> = 
{diag((Z,. CB O>USV>: U, V E O(n)), where S = diag(s,, . . . , s,) and D,(S) 
= {diad(Z, @ O>US’V>: U, V E SO(n)), where S’ = diag(s,, . . . , s,,_ 1, -s,,>. 
1. When 1 < r < n, f,(D,(S)) = f,(fi,.,(S>> = f,(D,.(S’)) is the internal 
[-SF, S:], where S, = (sl + ... +s,)/r 
2. f,,(D,,(S)) is the interual [--a, if,:], where (Y = [(sl + ... +s,_, - 
s,,>/nl”. 
3. f,(D,,(S’)) is the inter& [-Si, cx], where (Y = [(sl + ... +s, _] - 
s,,>/n]“. 
4. f,,(6,,(S)) is the interual [-S,l, ;,“I, where S,, = (l/nXs, + ... +s,,). 
Proof. The first three cases are obviously intervals, since SO(n) is 
connected. 
1. The cases 1 < r < n can be deduced from the hcharacterization 
(Id,I,..., Id,l) +{c (~1,. . . , s,.) of the set D,.(S) = D,(S) = D,(S). 
2. Now consider D,(S). Suppose that CZ E D,(S). Then II’ly=ldil < 
lYIy= ,Id,l < FI~=,[(1/n>c:,= ,ldil] < ny=,[(I/n>C~=,~~], by the Schur concav- 
ity of fr and Th eorem 2. The upper bound is achieved when we pick 
tl = (S s 1 E D,(S). )I>...’ n 
If the number of negative terms among d,, . . . , d, is even, then rIy= ,cl, 
is nonnegative. If the number of negative terms among d,, . . . , d, is odd, 
then nn=,di is nonpositive andwe have 13:=,di = -FI:=,/d,l and Il~=,/d,I 
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G ~~~=,[(l/n)C~=,Idill < n~=iKl/nXs, + 0.. +s,_i - s,)] by Theorem 2. 
In other words, nr= Idi > -a. The lower bound -U is achieved when we 
pick (t, . . . , t, -t) E D,(S) according to Theorem 2, where t = (si 
+ **a +s,_i - s,)/n. 
3: The pryof of D,(S) is similar. 
4: Now D,(S) = D,,(S) U D,(S) and hence f,,<fi,,(S>) =f,(D,(S)) U 
f(D”W> = [-a, s,“, cy] u I-S,“, a] = t-s;, a;]. ??
For the elementary symmetric and completely symmetric functions, from 
Theorem 5 we have 
max Ek(Dr(S)) = Q(s,,...,s,), 
maxCk(D,(S)) =Ck(.sl,...,Sr), 
where I < k < r < n. In addition, if r < n and k is odd, 
minEk(Dr(S)) = -E,(S,,...,s,), 
minCk(Dr(S)) = --Ck(S1,...,s,). 
When n is even and k is odd, 
minEk(Dn(S)) = -E,(g,,...,s,), 
minCk(Dn(S)) = -Ck(Si,...,q,), 
since -(S,, . . . , S,> belongs to D,(S) [n is even] and Ek( -Sn . . . -S,) = 
-E&F,, . . . , 5,) [k is odd]. Similarly, -(si,..., s,J E D,(S) and Ck(-s,, 
. . . . -sJ = - Ck(Si, . . . ) SJ. 
When n and k are odd, 
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